
New York’s Home to Poets, Protesters, 
and Some Serious Sound

Walk through New York’s Union Square today, 

and the energy is undeniable. Since the 1900s, 

Union Square has been a start and end point 

for all sorts of creative activity and political ac-

By Astrid Harders

tivism, the most notorious one being the first 

Labor Day celebration. That spirit persists to-

day: In Union Square Park students shoot their 

films; performance artists launch impromtu 

The Reverb 
of Union Square
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shows; skateboarders show off; and social 

movements such as Black Lives Matter raise 

awareness for their cause. 

It’s a public space with public art, public use, 

and public music—a gathering place for ev-

eryone making up the beats of the city. The 

street chess players charge $5 a game and the 

regional farmers’ Greenmarket is held year-

round. Any given Saturday, over the sounds of 

shoppers, students, and city buses, you might 

hear Hare Krishnas drumming and shaking 

bells, an R&B crooner nailing a Motown classic, 

the chants of protesters. It’s no wonder there’s 

a lot of good noise: The place has some seri-

ous reverb. Buskers prefer the subway station’s 

white tiled wall, the one right before you walk 

down to catch the L train, as a performance 

space. The reverb there is said to top the one 

in controlled music venues.

Union Square has a long musical legacy. In the 

60s, it enjoyed a proximity to the countercul-

ture folk musicians of Greenwich Village. A ven-

ue close to Union Square (105 Second Avenue) 

that featured the best of 60s (and early 70s) 

rock was the Fillmore East. Audience mem-

bers experienced concerts like never before, 

thanks to psychedelic visuals, ornate posters, a 

35,000-watt, 26-speaker custom-made sound 

system, and a barrel of free apples for after the 

show 1. The Doors, Led Zeppelin, and Sly & The 

1  In June of 2016, Rolling Stone published a tribute piece on the 
Fillmore East on the 45th anniversary of the venue’s 1971 closing.

2  This anecdote is included in Lizzy Goodman’s book Meet Me in the 
Bathroom: Rebirth and Rock and Roll in New York City 2001-2011.

3  Bowie’s 25th studio album was mixed at Electric Lady Studios 
(a few blocks from Union Square) by Tom Elmhirst.

4  White went to the Beauty Bar on 14th Street after a White Stripes 
show.

5  Webster Hall was sold to AEG and Brooklyn Sports & Entertainment 
(the company that owns Barclays Center), booking will be handled by 
Bowery Presents.
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Family Stone are a few of the many artists that 

graced the stage during its heyday. 

In the 70s, musicians from the New York Dolls 

drag-clad rock n’ roll, to Bruce Springsteen’s 

arrival from Jersey, redefinined the city in and 

around Union Square. First-class venue the Pal-

ladium once stood at 126 East 14th Street and 

hosted stellar bills like the 1976 triple threat 

of the Patti Smith Group, Television, and John 

Cale. Bands like Roxy Music and the Clash 

made their NYC debuts there, and in later de-

cades, acts as diverse as Judas Priest, Devo, 

2 Live Crew, and Fishbone performed there. 

By the time the 80s rolled along, club kids and 

new wave dominated Manhattan, and Union 

Square became a gateway to nightclubbing 

by way of Danceteria at 30 West 21st Street. 

Madonna first performed there and it was as 

a prime hangout for Cyndi Lauper, Sade, and 

members of Depeche Mode, New Order, Du-

ran Duran, and Wham!. 

The 2000s featured NYC’s rebirth of rock n’ 

roll with the likes of the Strokes and the Yeah 

Yeah Yeahs, among countless others. It was 

around Union Square, next to an Irving Plaza 

urinal, that Fab Moretti and Albert Hammond, 

Jr. handed then-Rolling Stone executive editor 

Joe Levy a flyer for their band 2. Union Square 

is also home to the echoes of where David 

Bowie’s Black Star was mixed 3, and the voice 

of Jack White ordering a drink 4. 

Today Irving Plaza is still going strong, prep-

ping for shows by Kesha, Chelsea Wolfe, and 

6lack this fall. Webster Hall, once the host of 

Cat Power, Sonic Youth, and Faith No More, 

to name a few, recently switched owners and 

is undergoing renovation 5. 52 West 8th Street 

remains the home of the emblematic Electric 

Lady Studios, where the Rolling Stones, Stevie 

Wonder, and AC/DC recorded staple albums 

and more recent acts like Lady Gaga and Ar-

cade Fire put down tracks. And current hip-

hop institutions like the Legendary Cyphers 

crew, who put on a four-hour rap party every 

Friday from May to November in the southwest 

corner of the Square, pay homage to the long-

time tradition of spitting bars in a park. Nearby, 
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the Strand bookstore hosts readings and sign-

ings by writers and musicians like Patti Smith 

and Lil Wayne, as well as every debut novelist 

that matters.

Union Square is an ever-changing landscape of 

sounds, a hub of creative currents that define 

the city, a locus for voice and thought and pro-

test. It’s the soundtrack to the long night out 

that is living and working and playing in New 

York. And the reverb makes sure we hear it on 

our way home. 

AMERICAN EAGLE has been in Union Square 

since 2005. But now, inspired by the legacy of 

its location, it’s being reimagined and rebuilt as 

a place for creative people to work, attend 

events and workshops—and even do laundry. 

More than just a traditional store, the AE Stu-

dio will carry the artistic baton of Union Square 

into the future. To celebrate the launch of both 

AE Studio and VICE’s Music Issue, the two are 

teaming up to create AE Sessions: an exciting 

lineup of in-store workshops to spark the next 

generation of creativity and originality, all hosted 

by the most promising young faces across music 

and fashion—all curated by VICE’s music chan-

nel: Noisey.

Also, later this month AE x VICE will bring you 

Baggage Check, a new series that invites touring 

musicians to drop by AE Studio to see how they 

maintain their unique looks while on the road. 

We’ll explore this intersection of style and utili-

ty and watch as they raid the store to find some 
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new pieces to take with them to their next gig.

For a chance to attend these exclusive perfor-

mances and the VICE magazine launch party,

follow partners.vice.com/ae/noiseynovember.

AE has evolved to speak to people who are fear-

less, bold, and experimental—original thinkers 

and boundary pushers who inspire others to be 

who they are. That’s why VICE and Noisey are 

perfect partners to bring this exciting first step 

of AE’s evolution to life. Follow @americaneagle 

to watch this first step—and others—on the path 

into the future.
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